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Abstract—Optimizing magnetic flux distribution in iron
cores is very important in the transformer design. It can affect
whether the iron cores of transformers are saturated or not in
severe conditions. If saturated, the transformer will overheat
and generate harmful harmonics to the grid. The measurement
of the dynamic magnetic flux is an effective method to observe
the behavior of transformers and ensure their safety. However,
there are limited methods to measure the magnetic flux in realtime. In this paper, a novel test method based on a special
transformer design is proposed. The new design integrates an
additional bypass iron core which shares a partial magnetic
path with the main core. By injecting high-frequency signals
into the attached coil of the bypass core, the measured signals
reflect the trend of the magnetic flux variation in the main core
over time. To improve the accuracy of the derived measured
data, the Empirical Mode Decomposition algorithm is also used
to diminish the noise without additional designs in the signal
acquisition circuit. The proposed method is modeled and
tested, and the results show that this method can dynamically
measure the magnetic flux in the transformer.
Index Terms—magnetic circuits, power transformers,
empirical mode decomposition, test equipment, finite element
analysis.

saturated, saturation protection relays are imperatively
needed. However, there is a limited method to protect
transformers from the saturation due to the lack of effective
direct signal gathering of the magnetic strength or the
magnetic flux in transformer iron cores [13-15]. At present,
it is a common practice to install additional devices, such as
capacitive circuits, polarizing cells and neutral linear
resistance at the transformer neutral, so as to passively block
the transformer from being saturated. These methods are
demonstrated on a small network, but for large scale power
grid, more flexible and versatile techniques are required [16].
Normally two types of methods can be used to measure
the magnetization characteristic (B-H behavior) of the iron
core in transformers: the offline measurement or the indirect
measurement [8-10]. For offline measurement, Epstein
square and single sheet measurement are widely used.
Epstein square measurement is shown in Fig. 1. Exist
international standards are defined by literature [17, 18].
The limitation of the above methods is that they can not be
applied in onsite transformers to measure the dynamic BH
behavior of the magnetic materials.
Single sheet
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Transformers and inductors are widely used in nowadays
power grids and are much more important than ever because
many of them are core devices in power electronic systems.
Magnetic circuits, as the key components of transformers
and inductors, are of great concern for electrical engineers
[1]. Ferromagnetic materials used in the magnetic
component are highly non-linear and can be driven into
saturation if design specifications are not optimal, especially
in severe conditions such as overload, inrush currents,
geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) and other faults [26]. In the above situations, there will be distorted high
currents in the main coils, leading to additional power loss
and overheating the transformers [7-9]. The DC-bias in iron
cores of transformers will also result in reactive power
variation and noises [10-12]. Even dielectric materials can
be damaged, which results in a more serious short circuit
fault and permanent destruction of transformers and
inductors.
In order to protect the expensive transformers from being
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Figure 1. Epstein square measurement

And, indirect measurement is a kind of semi real-time
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experiment method based on the electromagnetic induction
principle. Before the measurement, important geometry
characteristics like the cross-sectional area of the core and
the length of the magnetic circuit must be known. By
integrating the measured voltage in the secondary winding
when the rated voltage is applied on the first winding,
magnetic flux density in the iron cores is derived. The
indirect measuring method has a delay effect compared with
the actual magnetic behavior in the iron cores due to an
integral algorithm. Also, to process the measured signals,
the method needs specific analog circuits that can not
withstand high electrical voltage, so it can hardly be
implemented on high voltage transformers measurement and
protection applications [19-21].
This paper proposes a novel test method based on a
special transformer design. The new design integrates an
additional bypass iron core which shares a partial magnetic
path with the main core. By injecting high-frequency signals
into the attached coil of the bypass core, the measured
signals will reflect directly the trend of the magnetic flux
variation in the main core over time. Since the amplitude of
the measured signals are small, they could be interfaced by
noises generated from the injection source whose key
components are power electronics. Considering that some
effective signals will be filtered if filter circuits are used, the
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) algorithm is used
here to retain all the information from the measurement. The
proposed method is modeled and tested by using a FEM
corporate simulation method using Matlab/Simulink.
The paper is organized as follows: The dynamic magnetic
flux measurement method is introduced in Section II and the
optimal bypass iron cores design is described in Section III.
Simulation and test setup demonstrating the proposed
technique are presented in Section IV. The signal processing
method of the measured data is shown in Section V. The
measurement results under DC-bias condition are reported
in Section VI and a conclusion and direction for future work
are given in Section VII.
II. DYNAMIC MAGNETIC FLUX MEASUREMENT METHOD
To measure the dynamic magnetic flux in the main core, a
bypass core is employed to stick to the main core as close as
possible [22]. However, there would still be some air gap
between the bypass core and the main core. Therefore, in
this research, a special core lamination is designed which
will be explained in section IV.
As shown in Fig. 2, the bypass core shares a common
path with the main core and the magnetic reluctance value is
Ra. When the magnetic reluctance Rm of the main core is
changed, the whole magnetic reluctance (Rm+Ra) in the
magnetic path will also be affected.
lm
Rm 
(1)
0 m Am

Ra 

la

 0  a Aa

(2)

where lm represents the length of the shared magnetic path,
la is the length of the bypass magnetic path, μ0, μm, μa are
the magnetic permeability of vacuum, the main core, and the
bypass core. Am, Aa are the cross-section area values of the
main core and the bypass core.
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Figure 2. Dynamic magnetic flux measurement methods

If there is no DC-bias magnetic flux in the main core, the
total reluctance of the bypass core can be described in,
leq
lm
la
(3)


Req  Rm  Ra 
0 eq Aeq 0  m Am 0  a Aa
where leq, μeq, and Aeq represent the equivalent length,
permeability and cross-section area of the whole magnetic
path.
Finally, the inductance Leq of the coil attached on the
bypass coil is as follows,
0.4 N 2 eq Aeq  10 8
(4)
Leq 
leq
III. OPTIMAL BYPASS IRON CORES DESIGN
For input signals, because the reactance of the coil on the
bypass coil is very small, a high frequency constant current
signal is suggested, which will result in an amplified
amplitude value of the output voltage.
In order to get a more accurate value of the measured
reactance Leq, the bypass iron core also needs optimization.
First, the precision η representing the changing rate of the
auxiliary coil inductance is defined as,
L  L'
  eq eq  100%
(5)
Leq

where L'eq is the coil reactance of the bypass iron core
when magnetic permeability of the main core decreases to
its half value.
Substitute (1)-(4) into (5),
1
1


(6)
Ra
m Am la
2
2
a Aa lm
Rm
In order to get the largest value of η, or to maximize the
sensitivity, the magnetic reluctance Rm of the main core
should be much greater than the magnetic reluctance Ra.
FEM simulation is a very powerful tool to study the BH
characteristic of transformers [20]. So in this research, the
proposed magnetic flux measurement is also modeled using
the FEM method, as shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3. Test platform model of the proposed magnetic flux measurement

The model is used to aid the bypass core design in order
to get a high precision of the measured signals. The main
design parameters are magnetic permeability μa, the width aa
and length Ca of the bypass core. The BH characteristic of
the main core is shown in Table I.

If aa/ω=0.1, the calculated value of η versus Ca/ω is
shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5. aa/ω=0.1, the calculated value of η versus Ca/ω

Fig. 5 suggests that the magnetic permeability of the
bypass core should be 1 to 2 multiplies of the value of the
main core in order to get a higher value of η. When the
value of Ca/ω is below 0.4, η will be greater than 0.12.
Fig. 6 shows the η versus Ca/ω when μa/μm=1.
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In equations (1) and (2), the area and the magnetic
permeability of the bypass core should be as large as
possible. And the depth width da of the bypass core should
be close or equal to d of the main core. The value of aa
should be close to the value of ω, but from the simulation
aa/ω=0.1 is good enough to obtain a precise measurement.
However, the length Ca of the bypass core is hard to
optimize. If Ca is shorter, the length of the shared magnetic
path lm will decrease, and the Rm value will decrease. If Ca is
longer, the length of the magnetic path la will increase, and
the Ra value will increase. From equation (6), the sensitivity
of the value η can hardly be simply defined.
The simulation result comparison of the magnetic flux in
the main core when Ca is different is shown in Fig. 4. It
shows that when Ca/ω is larger, the shared magnetic flux is
greater which will increase the precision of the
measurement. But if Ca length is too large, there will be
unnecessary flux hitting the other side of the main core. The
energy of the measured signals will lose which will decrease
the efficiency η. Several simulation tests based on the FEM
model are performed. Their results are shown as follows.
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TABLE I. THE BH CHARACTERISTIC OF THE MAIN CORE
H(A/m)
B(tesla)
13.56385
0.1644
539.1612
1.2840
1104.598
1.3656
3342.504
1.497782
9259.008
1.6846
20092.84
1.8233
30413.15
1.8888
40408.02
1.917251
60327.86
1.9660
120860
2.0665

(b) Ca=10cm

Figure 4. Simulation results comparison of the magnetic flux in the main
core when Ca is different
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Figure 6. μa/μm=1, the calculated value of η versus Ca/ω
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From Fig. 6, if μa/μm=1, i.e. the bypass core uses the same
magnetic material as the main core, Ca/ω should be less than
0.4, and aa/ω should be greater than 0.05 to ensure that η is
higher than 0.12.
The value of ha should be minimum in order to get a small
length la of the magnetic path of the bypass core and limit
leakage flux between the main core and the bypass core.
This also means that the magnetic reluctance value Ra is
optimized. However, the length of ha mainly depends on the
turn and the wire diameter of the bypass core winding coil.
And last, the optimal parameters of the bypass core are:
μa=μm, aa=1cm, Ca=6cm, ω=8cm, ha=2cm, that is: μa/μm=1,
aa/ω=0.125, Ca/ω=0.75.
IV. TEST TRANSFORMER DESIGN AND PLATFORM SETUP
The rated power Pout of the test transformer is 300W/50Hz.
Considering that there will be DC-bias magnetic flux in the
future test, the experience coefficient k in this transformer
design could be larger than a normal transformer, thus the
cross area of the main core can be calculated as,
S  k Pout =2.3  300=40cm 2
(7)
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(a) lamination stack

(b) laminations

Figure 7. Lamination stack and structure of the test transformer
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Figure 8. Structure of the test transformer

The measuring circuit used in this test mainly consists of
three parts: the source which generates a high-frequency
signal, a current transformer and a digital filter based on
EMD. High-frequency signal source is used to output
signals that can be further easily separated from the 50Hz
main magnetic flux frequency signals so that unwanted
interferences can be reduced.
High frequency signal

Bypass core

N 2   N 0U 2  1.05  1.25  22  29
(10)
At last, the actual turns of the primary and the secondary
winding are 300 and 30, respectively.
The diameter d of the main coil can be calculated as,
d
(11)
 ( ) 2  I / j  d  1.13  10 / 4  1.79mm
2
where I is the peak RMS current in the winding; j is the
current density in the coil whose normal value varies from
2- 4A/mm2.
The core of the test transformer has four kinds of
laminations with the bypass core integrated in the #1
lamination shown in Fig. 7(b). #1 lamination is made using
laser cutting so as to eliminate the air gap between the
bypass core and the main core. Otherwise, a much higher
magnetic permeability material needs to be attached to the
main core to get acceptable measurement results.
The structure of the prototype test transformer with the
signal processing circuit is shown in Fig. 8.

(a) test trans former
(front view)

Main core

So, the main core is chosen as 8cm  5cm .
If working magnetic flux density Bm is chosen as 0.9T,
N 0  45 / ( Bm S )
(8)
From equation (8), the turn per voltage N0 is 1.25. And
then the turns of the primary and the secondary winding can
be derived as,
N1  N 0U1  1.25  220  275
(9)

Signal processing
circuit

Converter/
inverter

AC Source

Current
Transformer
Digital
Filter(EMD)

Output signal

Figure 9. Measure circuit used in this test

The high-frequency signal is a square signal.
4 n 
1
n 1

u     1
cos(2n  1)h t 
 1 
2n  1

The measured current from the current transformer
then Leq can be calculated as,
  udt
Leq 

i
i
Substitute equation (12) into (13),

4A n 
1
n 1
i
sin(2n  1)h t 

  1
2
h Leq 1 
(2n  1)


(12)
is i,
(13)

(14)

Noted that, from equation (14), it is clear that the
measured current i is mainly a function of Leq. If Leq has a
larger value range, the current i can better represent the
magnetic flux in the iron cores. The measured current is
transformed into voltage signals using an amplifier circuit.
The test voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 10.
As calculated in equation (9), the turn of the primary
winding is 300, and the equivalent magnetic length of the
main core is 1m. The output measured voltage versus
magnetic strength can be calculated in the bypass coil under
no DC-bias condition. Fig. 11 shows the compared
waveforms of the uL-H with the ideal BH behavior of the
main core [23].
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V. MEASURED SIGNAL PROCESSING
The digital filter uses the EMD algorithm to eliminate the
noise in the measured signal in various applications [24-26].
EMD can decompose the basic components from the
original signal; it is of no-loss and adaptive to various kinds
of periodic signals in the time domain.
The algorithm flow of EMD is shown in Fig. 12：
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Output voltage (V)

introduced to eliminate the noise without additional analog
filter circuits.
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Figure 10. Waveforms of the primary winding and output voltage signal uL
when there is no DC-bias current in the excitation winding

Find all max and min value in hi(t)

Fig. 11 shows that the out voltage of the bypass core also
forms a loop which is the same with the BH curve of the
actual main core. However, the measured voltage is very
sensitive to the magnetic permeability of the main core.
Peak values of the voltage are obtained at the point when the
main core begins to enter the saturation. The highest value
of the output voltage is about 3.05V and the lowest is about
2.7V. η can also be calculated from the output voltage that is
about 10%, which agrees with the results shown in Fig. 5
when μa/μm=1.
When H equals zero, the output voltage on the bypass
coil is the same for both the positive or negative value of the
magnetic flux density. The calculated curve of the magnetic
behavior can be used to determine whether there is DC-bias
magnetic flux or not in the main core. If there is a DC-bias
component, the curve will be asymmetry.
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curve
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Figure 12. Flow chart of the EMD algorithm

The algorithm consists of several steps as below:
1) Define the measured signal need to be processed as

3
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(b) Calculated curve of the magnetic behavior

Figure 11. Comparison of the BH characterizes of the main core and the
output measured voltage in the bypass coil under no DC-bias condition

As seen in Fig. 11, the output voltage contains a highfrequency noise. The max noise is about 0.06V which is
18% of the peak to peak value of the measurement. In the
next section, a digital filter based on the EMD algorithm is

x(t)，then find all max and min values in x(t);
2) Build envelops for derived values (xup(t) for max
values and xdn(t) for min values) in the first step, and then
calculate the average function mi(t),
x (t )  xdn (t )
mi (t )  up
(15)
2
3) Calculate the intrinsic mode function (IMF) hi(t),
hi (t )  x(t )  mi (t )
(16)
If hi(t) satisfies with the condition which is shown as
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follows,

3.5

 0.3

Bypass coil voltage (V)

(17)

keep the calculated value of hi(t) as the new value of x(t) and
then go back to step 2). Use equation (15) to calculate a new
value of hi+1(t),
hi 1  t   hi  t   mi  t 
(18)
where i indicates the iteration number.
At last,
ck  t   hi  t 

(20)
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VI. THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS UNDER DC-BIAS
CONDITIONS
Iron cores of the transformers may work in a magnetic
bias state, which will make transformers output harmonics
into the grids. In this section, several tests were performed
to observe how magnetic flux behavior in this condition.
The results can be used to verify whether the above method
is correct or not.
In order to saturate the iron core of the test transformer
shown in Fig. 8. DC current is injected into the excitation
winding. As shown in Fig. 15, the current in the excitation
winding has DC components, and its value is positive 10A.
While DC current can be regulated from -10A to 10A by
external controlled current source, the voltage upon the
primary winding remains unchanged.
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Figure 15. Waveforms of the primary winding when DC current is injected
in the excitation winding
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The waveforms of the original and digitally processed
signal of the output voltage uL are shown in Fig. 16.
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(19)

where r1 (t )  x(t )  c1 (t ) .
If ri+1(t) is a monotone function or a constant, the EMD
calculation process ends; else let x(t)=ri+1(t), and then go to
the start step 1).
The process results using the EMD algorithm is shown in
Fig. 13. For the calculated curve of the magnetic behavior
shown in Fig. 11, by using the EMD algorithm, there are 9
IMF outputs from the origin signal. As can be seen, the
frequency of IMF6 is 100Hz which is the same as the signal
shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 14. Reconstruct signal from IMF6 to IMF9
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Figure 13. IMF outputs from the original signal using the EMD algorithm
Output voltage (V)

After IMF1 to IMF5 are filtered, the reconstructed signal
from IMF6 to IMF9 produces much less noise. As shown in
Fig. 14, noises are eliminated from the curve compared with
the noises in Fig. 11.
The digital filter can be further used to process the
measurement of the magnetic flux when iron cores have DC
components.
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(b) Digital processed signal

Figure 16. The output measured voltage uL under DC-bias condition

After the noise is digitally filtered, the output signal
becomes a non-sinusoidal period function versus time under
DC-bias condition. There are two different peak voltages in
34
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TABLE II. MEASURED VOLTAGES WHEN DC BIAS CURRENTS ARE
DIFFERENT
DC bias current
Measured voltages(V)
30A
3.58
20A
3.52
10A
3.32
5A
3.19
0A
3
-5A
3.19
-10A
3.35
-20A
3.51
-30A
3.59

a period. Because the values of the magnetic permeability of
the iron core are different in the liner section and the
saturation section in the BH curve, the value of Le also
changes and results in asymmetric waveforms.
Fig. 17 presents the digital filtered output voltage
waveforms when DC currents are 10A, 5A, -5A and -10A,
respectively.
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(a) 10A
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3.5

core is deeply saturated and the magnetic flux in the shared
path is limited.
The above test results show that the proposed method can
reflect sufficient information of the dynamic magnetic flux
in the main core. By further analyzing the real BH curve,
accurate results can be also derived from this method.
VII. CONCLUSION
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Figure 17. Waveforms of the primary winding when DC current is injected

The value of the measured voltage is considerably
sensitive to the instantaneous magnetization state of the
main core. From Fig. 17, it is obvious that the waveforms of
the measured voltage are changed when the main core turns
into saturation at different DC bias values. The peak
measured voltage of the bypass core begins to increase soon
after the iron cores are saturated. In Fig. 17(a), the peak
value of the output voltage is 3.32V. When DC bias current
decreases, the measured voltage also decreases; and the peak
value is 3.19V when DC bias current is 5A as shown in Fig.
17(b). The test peak values of the measured voltages are
listed in Table II.
Positive or negative DC bias current has nearly the same
effect on the output voltage. However, there is a limit that
the value of measured voltages can not be higher than 3.6V
when DC bias current is above 30A. It is because the bypass

This paper proposes a real-time magnetic flux
measurement of the transformers under DC biased condition
by introducing a bypass iron core attached to the main iron
core. Besides the addition of the bypass core, the measure
device is equipped with bypass coils, high-frequency drive
circuits, current transformer and output circuit with a digital
filter.
The bypass core shares a partial magnetic path with the
main core. In order to better represent the real-time
magnetic flux, the optimal design of the core is also
described so that the inductance of the coil can have a larger
variation range. By injecting a high-frequency signal into
this coil, the output current changes with the magnetic flux
in the main core, which is transformed into a voltage signal
using an amplifier circuit. The value of the measured
voltage signal is considerably sensitive to the instantaneous
magnetization state of the main core, and it gives sufficient
information about the dynamic magnetic flux in the main
core.
The method is verified, and the results show that the
method can dynamically measure the BH behavior of the
iron cores not only in normal operation but also in saturation
condition. Because the turn number of the attached coil is
much less compared with that of the main coil, there is a
small voltage in the measuring circuit. Thus, the measured
circuit can be further used in high voltage transformer
experiments, which means that the proposed measurement
has a practical significance in measuring and protecting
transformers, magnetically controlled reactors, and other
electromagnetic equipment.
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